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Abstract. Lambda search is one of non-uniform methods for searching game trees
of two player games with perfect information. Those methods seek to evaluate game
position by beforehand disregarding some of the moves, that need not be considered.
This is done in a way that preserves correctness of the results while allowing for
reduction of the search space. Lambda search utilizes null (pass) moves for finding
threats to achieve this goal. This article describes a new method for constructing
so called relevancy zones, lists of moves or places on the game board that can only
have influence on the result of the problem in question. By using relevancy zones it
is in some cases possible to speed up the mentioned algorithm considerably.

Introduction

Domain-independent best-first, nonuniform tree expansion techniques constitute a viable alternative
to domain-specific knowledge when evaluating positions in two player games [5]. One of the possible
strategies, as realized in lambda search algorithm [4], relies on a notion of so called threats, special attack
moves that, if ignored, lead to a quick win. Threats severely restrict opponent’s choice of possible replies,
and therefore help to limit the search space. Finding threats and respective escapes can be sped up by
using relevancy zones. By analyzing the subtree that proves the presence of a threat we can extract a
list of places on the game board that are important for the proof to work. Only by playing at one of the
places of such a zone may the defender hope to avert the threat.

The topic of relevancy zones for algorithms based on threats has already been studied in [4] and also
in [1]. Both of the mentioned approaches are designed specifically for the game of Go. Limitations of the
first can be seen in its incompleteness – the constructed zone may fail to contain some places important
for the status of the analyzed property. The method from [1] is complete in this respect, but limits itself
only to certain kinds of threats1. Our method overcomes these shortcomings: It is not restricted to a
specific game, it is complete, and it provides zones for both attack and defensive λ-moves of any level n.

Lambda search

Lambda search is a non-uniform technique for searching game trees based on threats. On informal
level, we can think of a threat as a move of one of the players which when followed by a pass from his
opponent would result in his being able to achieve his goal with certainty. In lambda search we assign
levels to different threats which sort them from direct threats to more complex ones. Threats of lower
levels are then used to define those of higher level, and the algorithm works by successive searching for
threats of increasing level which can be understood as iteratively increasing the complexity of its view
of the problem.

Lambda search is formalized via so called lambda moves and lambda trees. The definition is of
recursive character, and the two concepts are defined simultaneously. One of the players is called attacker,
he seeks to reach a specified goal, and the other, his opponent, is a defender.

Definition 1. [4] Lambda moves and lambda trees:

• Attack: λ0
a-move is attacker’s move by which he directly reaches his goal. The game position

resulting from playing out such a move is therefore a terminal position with value 1.

• Defence: λ0
d-move doesn’t exist since there is no remedy in an already lost positions.

• λn-tree (n ≥ 0) is a tree consisting solely of λn-moves (i.e. λn
a -moves and λn

d -moves). It is attacker’s
turn at the root of the tree. The attacker plays λn

a -moves, the defender λn
d -moves. The minimax

value of the tree is either 1 (attacker’s success) or 0 (defender’s success). Leaves of the tree represent

1Those threats correspond to λ-moves up to the level of 3 with bounded depth of respective λ-trees.
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game positions in which there are no lambda-moves to play. In such a case, the leaf has value 1, if
it’s defender’s turn, and 0, if it’s the attacker’s turn.

• Attack: λn
a -move (n > 0) is such a move that if the defender passes as his next move, there is a

λk-tree of value 1 for the attacker in the resulting position for some k < n.

• Defence: λn
d -move (n > 0) is such a move that in the resulting position there is no λk-tree of value

1 for the attacker for any k < n.

Note that a lambda tree forms a subtree of the whole game tree. The relation of its value to game
value of the position is expressed by soundness and completeness theorems. The former states that if
the value of λn-tree for some position equals 1, i.e. the success of the attacker, then 1 is also the game
theoretical value of such position. The completeness theorem complements this by stating that if the
attacker can win in the optimal play then this fact can be testified by a λn tree of value 1 for sufficiently
large n, provided the rules of the game allow passing or zugzwang is not a motive.2

Although lambda search is sometimes characterized as an algorithm, it is much better, in fact, to
regard it as a theoretical framework which defines certain class of trees with specific properties, and
which becomes an algorithm only after a suitable tree search technique is added to it. Lambda trees
can then be evaluated by any AND/OR-tree search technique, like alpha-beta depth first search or, for
example, by proof-number search technique [5].

Relevancy zones

In this section we present a method for constructing relevancy zones for lambda search. The basic
idea is very simple. Because inductively defined threats tend to be of local character, it is advantageous
to record, during verifying threat’s presence, all the relevant places on the game board that affect the
corresponding λ-tree. Consequent attempts of the defender to avert the threat need to be played inside
thus constructed zone, because playing outside of it effectively equals passing. This describes the idea
for defensive zones, zones for attack are similar, but rely on λ-trees verifying absence of threats.

In the following, the method for constructing relevancy zones for both attack and defence for all
lambda levels is described. We first define the concept of rigid board games and thus restrict our attention
to games where placed stones (markers) don’t change place and where the notion of a zone is therefore
meaningful. The construction follows the inductive definition of λ-trees. Zones for λ-level 0 are computed
with the help of rules of a concrete game, those for higher level arise from appropriate combination of
those for lower ones.

Rigid board games

Definition 2. In a rigid board game two players take turns in placing stones of black (white) colour on
the game board. By one move we therefore mean placing a stone of player’s colour on a particular place
of the board. Player can place his stone on any empty place of the board. Once the stones are placed
they’re not moved again and stay on their places to the end of the game.

Game position encodes which places of game board are occupied by stones of which colour and
which of them are free. We usually denote them Pos, Pos ′, . . .We denote a player by symbol π and his
opponent by o(π). Places of the game board will be denoted by lower case characters: x, y,. . . and sets
of places, i.e. areas, by upper case ones: X, Y , . . . The fact that a position Pos changes by a move of

player π on place x into position Pos ′ will be shortly written as Pos
π/x−−→ Pos ′3.

We recognize terminal and non-terminal positions. If position Pos is terminal, we write T (Pos).
Value of terminal position is a number h ∈ {1, 0,−1}. The numbers represent respectively victory, draw
and loss of the first player. The fact that a terminal position Pos which resulted by player π playing
a move has value h is denoted by V(Pos, π) = h. When a position Pos changes by a move π/x into

terminal position that has value h, we shorten that statement by Pos
π/x−−→ h. Finally, we relativize the

values with respect to players by, for instance, writing Pos
π/x−−→ π(1) in the meaning of player π’s victory.

That is, π(h) = h if π denotes the first player, and π(h) = −h if it denotes the second.

2This proviso cannot be circumvented in general. Zugzwang situations for instance sometimes occur in late Chess games.
On the other hand, games such as Hex or GoMoku, where strategy stealing argument can be used to show the existence of
non-loosing strategy for the first player, are “zugzwang free”.

3It means, by the way, that the place x was free in position Pos, and also that position Pos wasn’t terminal (see below).
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Because of the way positions are defined (there is no information about game history), laying

of stones is a commutative operation: Transitions Pos
π1/x1−−−−→ Pos1

π2/x2−−−−→ Pos12 and Pos
π2/x2−−−−→

Pos2
π1/x1−−−−→ Pos21, if both allowed, result in the same position, i.e. Pos12 = Pos21.

There is also an important notion, which we call stability of the game, that states that a property of

a move to terminate the play is preserved when shifted to another position. Put formally: if Pos
π1/x−−−→

π1(1), Pos
π2/y−−−→ Pos ′, x 6= y, and ¬T (Pos ′) then Pos ′

π1/x−−−→ π1(1). This property is typically satisfied
by natural games and constitutes an additional assumption for our construction of zones for λ-level 0.

Area sequences and relevancy zone schemes

Our method doesn’t in fact construct relevancy zones as such, but more complicated objects which
we call relevancy zone schemes. As the intuitive notion of a zone corresponds to a set of places on the
game board with special properties relevancy zone scheme can by represented by a whole sequence of
such areas, more precisely a sequence of areas ordered by set inclusion. Utility of our approach lies in the
possibility to more subtly classify the influence of particular places on the validity of position’s property
in question.

Definition 3. Area sequence is a sequence of sets of places on the game board such that the sets are
ordered in increasing fashion by set inclusion4. We denote sequences by X, Y, . . . i-th set of the
sequence X will be denoted by Xi. Therefore X = (X1, X2, . . .) such that Xs ⊆ Xs+1 ∀s ≥ 1.

We define two operations on area sequences: unary operation u - unrolling, binary ∪ - union and a
predicate ⊆ in the following fashion: Let X = (X1, X2, . . .) and Y = (Y1, Y2, . . .) then

u(X) = (X2, X3, . . .),
X ∪Y = (X1 ∪ Y1, X2 ∪ Y2, . . .),
X ⊆ Y ≡ (∀s ≥ 1)(Xs ⊆ Ys).

Unrolling can be interpreted as “forgetting” the first area in the sequence, whereas sequence union and
inclusion are defined simply coordinate-wise.

We now arrive to the definition of relevancy zone scheme. We start with a general version, which
accepts arbitrary property of positions, to handle the special case of attack and defensive zones later.

Definition 4. Let Φ be an arbitrary property of game positions depending in general also on players
perspective. Further let Pos be a position and π a player. We say that an area sequence X = (X1, X2, . . .)
is relevancy zone scheme (RZS) of order r for (Pos, π, Φ) if

• it holds that Φ(Pos, π) and

• either r = 1 and for every move Pos
π/y−−→ Pos ′ holds: if y 6∈ X1 then Φ(Pos ′, π),

• or r > 1 and

– the area sequence X is a RZS of order r′ for (Pos, π, Φ) for every r′ < r and

– for every move Pos
π/y−−→ Pos ′ holds: if y 6∈ Xr then X is a RZS of order r− 1 for (Pos ′, π, Φ).

Intuitively speaking, the area X1 of the zone5 “protects” the position from losing its property Φ
whenever player π plays. The areas of higher index protect those with lower index from losing their
protective ability (see also lemma 5, item (c)). The order of relevancy zone scheme represents how many
elements of the sequence are in fact active and take part in the protection. In the ideal case, we will
construct schemes that are complete, i.e. are relevancy zone schemes of order r for every r ≥ 1.

The following lemma shows the relation between relevancy zone schemes and the previously intro-
duced operations on area sequences.

Lemma 5. Let X and Y be RZSs of order r for, by turns, (Pos, π, Φ) and (Pos, π, Ψ).

4Infinite sequence in the definition is just a convenient abstraction which helps to simplify our exposition. In games
with finite boards, inclusion order imposed on the sequence ensures that we can represent our sequences as finite objects.

5We will sometimes, on informal level, shorten the term relevancy zone scheme to relevancy zone or just zone.
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(a) Every area sequence X′ such that X ⊆ X′ is a RZS of order r for (Pos, π, Φ).

(b) X ∪Y is a RZS of order r for (Pos, π, Φ &Ψ).

(c) Let k < n. If we define predicate Meta(X, Φ, k)(Pos, π) as “X is a RZS of order k for (Pos, π, Φ)”
then uk(X) is relevancy zone scheme of order r − k for (Pos, π, Meta(X, Φ, k))6.

A formal proof of the lemma consists in simple verification of every item of the relevancy zone
scheme definition. To verify the third item it is necessary to use induction on r. In the case of item (b)
we use an already proved (a) as an assumption.

Zones for attack and defence - an introduction

Before we advance to the description of relevancy zones for attack and defence, let us first introduce
notational shorthand for notions concerning lambda search in the context of games with stones. Let the
value of λ-tree of level n built in position Pos with player π to move be denoted by λ(Pos, π, n), the
set of places of attack λ-moves for a particular player in a given position by Λn

a(Pos, π), and the set of
places of defensive λ-moves by Λn

d (Pos, π)7.
Relevancy zone schemes for attack and defence for λ-level n are defined as RZSs for predicates for

attack An and defence Dn, where:

An(Pos, π) ≡ λ(Pos, π, n) = 0
Dn(Pos, π) ≡ λ(Pos, o(π), n) = 1.

Let us rephrase the relation between the defining predicate and its respective zone’s purpose: When
playing out of the innermost area of the scheme validity of the predicate remains unchanged, and so
only by playing inside this area can the player hope to change its validity. In the case of predicate An,
this implies that he could possibly start a successful λ-tree of value 1, in the case of predicate Dn, he
may succeed in blocking the attack threat, i.e. cause the opponent’s tree’s value to be 0 in the resulting
position. This is formalized in the follow lemma.

Lemma 6. Let an area sequence X = (X1, X2, . . .) be a RZS of order r ≥ 1 for (Pos, π, An) then
Λn+1

a (Pos, π) ⊆ X1. If it is a RZS for (Pos, π, Dn) then Λn+1
d (Pos, π) ⊆ X1.

Game termination predicates

We can see that the lemma uses only the innermost area of the zone’s sequence. Now, we show
where the “higher level” areas come into play when we define so called game termination predicates.
Their respective RZSs, which we describe under the assumption of game’s stability, are used to construct
zones for attack and defence for λ-level 0.

The first predicate, LosingInNext , expresses the fact that the player in question in a given position is
threatened by losing in next move (unless the position itself was already a terminal one8). More formally:

LosingInNext(Pos, π) ≡ (∃x)Pos
o(π)/x−−−−→ π(−1) ∨ T (Pos).

Construction of relevancy zone scheme for this predicate is covered by the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let the player π in a stable game in a position Pos lose in the next move in the place x.
Then for any r ≥ 1 the area sequence X = ({x}, {x}, . . .) is a RZS of order r for (Pos, π,LosingInNext).

The proof of the theorem is quite straightforward. Conditions of relevancy zone scheme definition
translate directly to stability, which can in this context be interpreted as asserting that the only chance
of the defender to stop a direct threat, provided he himself can’t win in one move, is to occupy the place
where the attacker is going to place his victorious stone.

6Where uk(X) means k-fold application of the unroll operator.

7The player π represents firstly the attacker, and then the defender.

8This second condition is of technical character. It allows us to abstract, at least for the time being, from the possibility
of inversions, special defensive moves by which the opponent blocks player’s way to reach the goal by his own attack or
overall victory.
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The second building stone of relevancy zone schemes, both for attack and defence, is the predicate
NotWonYet , which says that a player is not yet a winner in a position:

NotWonYet(Pos, π) ≡ ¬T (Pos) ∨ V(Pos, π) 6= π(1).

To address the question of how a RZS for this predicate could look like, we focus our attention on those
places of the game board where a victory can be attained by as little moves as possible.

Definition 8. Victory sets and essential victory sets of positions:

• By writing Pos
π/X−−−→ π(1) we denote that for some ordering x1, . . . , xk of the elements of X the

position Pos is getting transformed by moves of player π on those places in the prescribed order
into a terminal position of value 1 with respect to player π9.

• We say that a place x plays in position Pos an essential role in victory in k moves, if

(∃X)[x ∈ X & |X| = k &Pos
π/X−−−→ π(1)& (∀X ′ ⊂ X)¬(Pos

π/X′

−−−→ π(1))].

• The set of all places which in position Pos play an essential role in victory of player π in at most
k moves is denoted by EVS (Pos, π, k).

The property of a place x to play an essential role in victory in k moves indicates that the place
is a member of an area X that, when occupied by the attacker, helps him to victory, moreover it says
that the area is minimal (with respect to inclusion) with such characteristic. It should be noted that,
when reasoning about the predicate NotWonYet , only moves of one player are considered. We can think
of it as if the second player passed as his every reply. If the attacker, despite the so much favourable
circumstances, fails to achieve his goal, it’s clear he would have failed in the real game as well.

The following theorem puts together the notions of playing an essential role in victory and the
predicate NotWonY et. It again requires the game to be stable. It can be proved by induction on r. The
actual proof is omitted here for the lack of space, but can be found in [3].

Theorem 9. Assume that in a stable game in position Pos the player π has not yet achieved victory.
Then for any r ≥ 1 the area sequence X = (X1, X2, . . .) where Xi = EVS (Pos, π, i) is relevancy zone
scheme of order r for (Pos, π,NotWonYet).

Constructing essential victory sets in particular stable game requires analysis of the game’s rules
and will not be discussed here. It is good to remember that according to lemma 5 only an upper-bound
on EVS is sufficient for our purpose.

Base step

Now, we have all the means available to construct RZSs for attack and defence on the lowest level,
i.e. schemes for predicates A0 and D0. The construction relies on the following equivalences:

A0(Pos, π) ≡ λ(Pos, π, 0) = 0
≡ “ ∅ is a relevancy zone scheme of order 1

for (Pos, π,NotWonYet) ”

D0(Pos, π) ≡ λ(Pos, o(π), 0) = 1
≡ NotWonYet(Pos, π) &LosingInNext(Pos, π).

As predicate A0 in fact says that a player cannot win in position in one move, the first equivalence easily
follows by analyzing the definition of RZS and by lemma 6. The second one is even simpler, because
predicate D0 only means that a player has not won yet and is threatened by loss in the next move.

Equipped with this result we can use lemma 5 to conclude10: If X is a RZS of order r for
(Pos, π,NotWonYet), then u(X) is RZS of order r − 1 for (Pos, π, A0). If X is a RZS of order r
for (Pos, π,NotWonYet) and Y is a RZS of order r for (Pos, π,LosingInNext), then the area sequence
X ∪Y is RZS of order r for (Pos, π, D0).

9The terminal position need not come up as the last one (after playing the last move on the place xk).

10During our description of relevancy zone scheme construction for predicates A0 and D0, we referred to zones for
LosingInNext and NotWonYet which we can construct only under the assumption of stability of our game. However, our
latest reasoning didn’t on the contrary require any such assumption. Therefore, if some other stability-free zone construction
for game termination predicates was devised, these ideas would still apply.
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Induction step

We come to the final part of our construction where we show how to create a RZS for attack and
defence for general λ-level n by combining RZSs for lower levels. This naturally corresponds to the
inductive definition of λ-trees. First comes the construction of zones for defence.

Theorem 10. Let λ(Pos, o(π), n) = 1 and let o(π)/x be the appropriate victorious λn
a -move, i.e.

Pos
o(π)/x−−−−→ Pos0 and λ(Pos0, o(π), n−1) = 1. Further let X0 be a RZS of order r+1 for (Pos0, π, Dn−1),

where X0
1 = {x1, x2, . . . , xk}. Let Pos0

π/xi−−−→ Posi where (1 ≤ i ≤ k). For each position Posi we have
λ(Posi, o(π), n) = 1, and we can therefore assume that Xi are RZSs of order r for (Posi, π, Dn). Then
the area sequence X defined as {x} ∪ u(X0) ∪

⋃k
i=1 Xi is a RZS of order r for (Pos, π, Dn).

Proof. We know that Dn(Pos, π), so the first requirement of RZS definition is satisfied by assumption.
Let’s now address the second requirement and choose for that purpose y /∈ X1 in such a way that

Pos
π/y−−→ Pos ′. We are going to show that λ(Pos ′, o(π), n) = 1. First, we observe that x 6= y. Place x

is therefore unoccupied in position Pos ′ and the attacker can place his stone there: Pos ′
o(π)/x−−−−→ Pos ′0.

Obviously also Pos0
π/y−−→ Pos ′0, because the order of laying stones is irrelevant. Because y /∈ X0

2 , we
further obtain that X0 is RZS of order 1 for (Pos ′0, π, Dn−1), from which we, for one thing, get that
λ(Pos ′0, o(π), n−1) = 1 and move o(π)/x is therefore a λn

a -move even in the new position Pos ′, and also,
for the other, that according to lemma 6 we have Λn

d (Pos ′0, π) ⊆ X0
1 . But whatever move xi ∈ X0

1 the

defender chooses in position Pos ′0 to reach position Pos ′i, i.e. Pos ′0
π/xi−−−→ Pos ′i the fact that again also

Posi
π/y−−→ Pos ′i together with y /∈ Xi

1 will guarantee that λ(Pos ′i, π, n) = 1. We therefore conclude that
λ(Pos ′, π, n) = 1.

Figure 1. Illustration of the ideas of theorem 10.

We prove the third requirement on RZSs by induction on r, realizing that the first step has already

been made in the previous paragraph. If we now have Pos
π/y−−→ Pos ′ with y /∈ Xr, it is obvious that

also y /∈ X1 and according to the just proved part we have λ(Pos ′, π, n) = 1. Moreover, this fact is
testified by the same tree as in position Pos (see figure 1). As y /∈ X0

r+1, we see that X0 is RZS of
order r for (Pos ′0, π, Dn−1). Similarly, y /∈ Xi

r, so Xi’s are RZSs of order r− 1 for (Pos ′i, π, Dn) for every
(1 ≤ i ≤ k). We’ve just realized that in position Pos ′ we can argue along the same lines as in Pos (we
have just verified the theorem’s assumptions for Pos ′) only with new order r′ = r − 1. This completes
the proof by induction.

To keep the ideas of the proof above clean of unnecessary clutter, several eventualities weren’t
discussed. We didn’t analyze the situation when the defender doesn’t only block the attack, but also
tries to win himself. Also the possibility of the game ending in a draw was neglected. It can be argued
that these eventualities don’t change the validity of the above theorem. More details can be found in [3].

The last theorem is a counterpart of theorem 10 for attack zones. Its proof is very similar to the
previous one and is therefore not presented here.

Theorem 11. Let λ(Pos, π, n) = 0 and therefore also λ(Pos, π, n − 1) = 0. Let X0 be a RZS of
order r + 1 for (Pos, π, An−1). Let’s divide the area X0

1 to places a1, a2, . . . , ak, of attack λn-moves
of position Pos, places b1, b2, . . . , bl, where the attacker fails to threaten, and c1, c2, . . . , ct, where he is
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himself endangered. For every attack move at ai (1 ≤ i ≤ k) there exists defender’s move at di such

that Pos
π/ai−−−→ Posi

o(π)/di−−−−−→ Posa
i and λ(Posa

i , π, n) = 0. Let Yi be RZSs of order r for (Posa
i , π, An).

We also have Pos
π/bj−−−→ Posb

j for every (1 ≤ j ≤ l) and λ(Posb
j , π, n − 1) = 0. Let Zj be RZSs

of order r for (Posb
j , π, An−1). Moreover, it holds that Pos

π/cs−−−→ Posc
s for every (1 ≤ s ≤ t) and

λ(Posc
s, o(π),ms) = 1 for some ms < n.11 Let Ws be RZSs of order r for (Posc

s, π, Dms
). Then the area

sequence X = u(X0) ∪
⋃k

i=1 ({di} ∪Yi) ∪
⋃l

j=1 Zj ∪
⋃t

s=1 Ws is a RZS of order r for (Pos, π, An).

Implementation and effectiveness

This section covers implementation aspects of the described method. We briefly discuss represen-
tation of relevancy zone schemes in computer, explain their use in lambda search algorithm, and finally
consider their effect on the algorithm’s efficiency. More details on implementing the method along with
a detailed pseudocode can be found in [3].

Area sequences (and in particular relevancy zone schemes) are sequences of areas on the game board
ordered by set inclusion. By considering the operations that we need to perform on area sequences,
namely the union and unroll operations described in the previous section, a natural representation of
these objects using integer arrays is easily conceived. We use an array of a size of a game board where
the number stored in position corresponding to certain place on a game board represents index of the
smallest area in the sequence such that the place belongs to that area. Both the union and unroll
operations can now be implemented in a single pass through the array(s) by updating the respective
positions calculating minimum in the first case and decrease by one in the second.12

The basic approach to implement lambda search is by depth first search using recursion. That is also
the approach that combines well with our method of relevancy zone construction. In every position of
the game tree where the attacker is to move, we iteratively increment λ-level starting from zero to a given
limit. In each such phase λ-tree of respective level is recursively searched through and two area sequences
are simultaneously being constructed. Those sequences represent partially constructed relevancy zone
schemes for the given position in accord with theorems 10 and 11 and are incrementally updated by
contributing zones returned from recursive subcalls. A phase ends either by discovering that the value
of the λ-tree is 1, after which the iteration is interrupted and value 1 is reported to the caller along with
a zone for defence (such zone can be used for finding defensive λ-moves against the just verified threat),
or the λ-tree has value 0 and the just completed zone for attack can be used to start the next phase
(the zone contains all the places where attack λ-moves for the next level can be found). In this way the
relevancy zone construction naturally supplements the basic lambda search algorithm.

To start the inductive construction of the zones on λ-level 0, relevancy zones for game termination
predicates has to be computed. Since computing zones for LosingInNext is trivial, the main obstacle
lies in computing relevancy zone for predicate NotWonYet , which by theorem 9 reduces to recognizing
essential victory sets. As the shape of essential victory sets of a given position of course depends on the
rules of the game for which they are computed, so does the complexity of such computation. (We seek
to find minimal sets of places on game board that when occupied by the attacker would guarantee his
victory.) That’s why it is difficult to draw a general conclusion about the overall effectiveness of our
method.13

Let us conclude this section with an observation about a typical behaviour of the described method.
By experimenting with our implementation we observed that the effectiveness of using relevancy zones
gradually decreases with increasing λ-level. The figure 2 depicts a position of game GoMoku analyzed
first on λ-level 1, and then on level 2. It can be seen that while in the first case the set of examined

11In the case of lambda search method we always have ms = 0, because this algorithm doesn’t look for higher level
inversions. There is also a more general version of the algorithm, called dual-lambda search [2], for which this theorem also
applies.

12More specifically: Assume that array X represents an area sequence X so that the number X[i] equals the minimal j
such that i ∈ Xj , and similarly for array Y and area sequence Y. Then for an array Z representing sequence Z = X ∪Y
it holds that Z[i] = min(X[i], Y [i]), and for array W representing sequence W = u(X) we have W [i] = max(1, X[i]− 1).

13For example for a game called AtariGo a special dynamic data structure can be used to compute EVS of positions
quite effectively. Using this structure in our implementation we succeeded in obtaining results at least comparable to best
achievements for this game presented in the literature. On the other hand, there are some hints suggesting that computing
EVS in the game Hex is intractable. Details can again be found in [3].
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places as determined by the relevancy zone exactly equals the set of λ1
a-moves of the given position14, in

the second case there are places suggested for examination which turn out not to represent λ2
a-moves (see

the greyed placed without numbers). If we latter tried to look for λa-moves of level 4 all the unoccupied
places of the game board would have to be examined.

Figure 2. A GoMoku position analyzed on λ-levels 1 and 2.

This property need not be considered a deficiency of the designed method. Rather it provides
an interesting insight about it. Namely that hand in hand with increasing λ-level there also grows the
complexity of the problem being solved, and that the relevancy zones, as an effectively computable upper
bound on the sets of places that really affect the problem’s status, necessarily have to reflect this fact.

Conclusion and future research

In this paper we described a method for constructing relevancy zones for lambda search. Zones
for both attack and defence were considered on every λ-level. To achieve our goal, we first restricted
our attention to rigid board games where stones don’t change position after being placed on the board.
The construction of zones on λ-level 0 required an additional property of the game, so called stability, a
requirement typically satisfied by natural games.

The constructed zones help to speed up the original algorithm, because it can then ignore irrelevant
parts of the search space. They are also interesting from theoretical perspective, because they allow
proving a game value of a position without the need to investigate the whole minimal tree. There
remains a question how to generalize the described method to a broader class of games that wouldn’t be
stable or where stones could be moved.
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